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Exclusive bundles 2024

Explore the various exclusive bundles at Farnell, carefully selected to
deliver performance and provide you with cost savings. 

FLUKE 289/FVF/EUR

A high-performance multimeter designed for industrial and electronics
professionals bundled with the FlukeView software. 

FLUKE 179/EDA2/EUR

Predictive maintenance: logging data over time and analyzing trends,
users can detect potential equipment issues before they lead to costly
downtime.
Maximized Productivity: enables efficient troubleshooting, accurate
measurements, and comprehensive data documentation.

The kit includes the Fluke 179 True-RMS Digital Multimeter, TL224 SureGrip
Silicone Test Lead Set, and AC280 SureGrip Hook Clips for comprehensive,
accurate, and safe electrical measurements.

Accurate measurements: the multimeter with its True-RMS capabilities
ensures accurate measurements of AC voltage and current, essential for
troubleshooting electrical systems.
Hands-Free Testing: the SureGrip Hook Clips allow technicians to
perform hands-free testing, improving safety and efficiency when
working with live circuits or tight spaces.

© 2024 Fluke Corporation.

https://uk.farnell.com/fluke/fluke-289-fvf-eur/kit-multimeter-digital-hand-held/dp/1895817
https://uk.farnell.com/fluke/fluke-179-eda2-eur/kit-electronic-dmm-6000-count/dp/1895812


FLUKE 115/TLK225-1

The combination of the Fluke 115 True-RMS Digital Multimeter with the TLK225-1
SureGrip™ Master Accessory Set, provides a comprehensive solution for electrical
troubleshooting with versatile measurement capabilities and a range of essential
accessories.

FLK-87V-EUR/PRV240

The kit combines the Fluke 87V True-RMS Digital Multimeter with the Fluke PRV240
Proving Unit, offering robust industrial troubleshooting capabilities and safe voltage
detector testing in one package.

Safety in Voltage Testing: The Fluke PRV240 Proving Unit ensures safe voltage
testing by verifying the functionality of voltage detectors before live testing,
preventing accidents, and ensuring precision in hazardous environments.
Reliable Voltage Testing: The Fluke PRV240 Proving Unit ensures accurate voltage
testing, reducing errors and improving efficiency in electrical troubleshooting.

Efficient electrical troubleshooting: identify and diagnose electrical issues such as
voltage fluctuations, continuity problems, and faulty components.
Versatile Measurement Needs: whether it's testing AC voltage and current, resistance,
continuity, diodes, or using various accessories for specific measurements, making it
suitable for diverse troubleshooting scenarios.
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Explore the latest news and discover your favorite
testing tools for every application
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https://uk.farnell.com/fluke/fluke-115-tlk225-1/dmm-w-accessory-kit-handheld-600v/dp/2523073
https://uk.farnell.com/fluke/flk-87v-eur-prv240/dmm-proving-kit-240vac-dc-2km/dp/4399582?ICID=I-RP-STM7REC-1

